
Living, Healing, Building with TAG on the  
Galactic Landscape 

Having completed the 3-hour workshop, TAG and the Galactic Landscape, 
where you learned your Star Soul's agenda/purpose, your Galactic trauma and 
journey, what is next? 

• Claim your presence, what are the values you bring just because you are? 
• Claim your Divine Star family 
• Claim your story 
• Set an outcome 
• Design, write your stories of wisdom and vision 
• Take delight in being able to sense energy that is 'off' and call in spiritual 

teams to identify, contain, neutralize, and remove it totally to its dust.. 
DEEP Six. 

It takes 64 days of use to have new stories in your energy bodies with new brain 
neurons to be in place. Therefore, having a daily routine is valuable. 
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Here are Some Suggestions: 
Create Reality Statement and using the Reality Shift, you re-design your life. You 
could complete these sentences or create some of your own.. 

• I am a presence of.... 
• I am extended from a Divine Star family of....... and they fill me with Home/

Source energies of All Good. 
• Through my presence on the planet I identify any energy 'off' of All Good, 

DEEP Six them, and build my life in secured sovereignty. 
• My life, family, world reflects the restoration of the aspects of All Good Star 

Families declared as their experience. 

Processes:  

Reality Statements: 
Write a sentence using personal and present tense, i.e., “I now am...." You are 
choosing your next experience and in the process old patterns can be 
transformed. 
After you write and read your statement, close your eyes and imagine the feelings 
of this experience. Breath it through your self. 

Reality Shift: 
a. Say to your Spiritual team, "Please align every aspect of my consciousness and 
the consciousness and all to whom I am loving connected to this chosen reality 
and experience.”  pause and breath 

b. Next, ask your Spiritual team, to “TAG, Transform and Remove every energy 
imprint that would sabotage or prevent this reality and experience, whether the 
beginning was, Galactic, Group, Genetic, Personal, Inherited, Contractual, 
Outsider or Other created.”  
*movement: imagine that a powerful waterfall of all colors is pulsing through you 
from the top of your head down your midline, out your fingers, out your toes. It is 
flushing out the old and moving it back to be restored to Light. 

c. Ask your Spiritual team, "Design the program and codes for the Highest 
Expression of this Reality. Download the program into the 1st Dimension of my 
Earth fields. 
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d. Have you team, "Anchor the program in my 5th Dimension with the hard-drive 
for this life's patterns are held." 

e. Activate its resonance into the entire 64 dimensional energy fields of my life 
field and within our Galactic Families." pause and breath  
*movement: Bring your the thumb, first and middle finder of your right hand 
together. Circle them clockwise against your skin just above heart and then add, 
"I Love and Accept Myself and My Soul's Expression in this reality. 

f. Then claim this choice. "I place myself into the hands of Divine Good which 
dissolves what seems impossible and opens doors where there were none. And It 
Is So! 

DEEP Six 
DEEP Six is a protocol created to take your awareness of anything that seems 
'off', not of Divine Light from the smallest sensation to actual actions/situations 
of discounting and abuse.  
This declaration is given to turn the field of concern over to the extensive PTO 
teams who will identify the field, contain it, identify any energy vibrations of 
Outsider nature, neutralize them, gather them together and move the entire 
network beyond our Earth, Galactic worlds to return the frequencies and agendas 
to extinction. This is by Laniakea, Galactic Collective Councils, and Earth 
mission decree. 

Movements to create neurons in your brain: 
Cook's Hookup from Edu-K 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huslnl1R70Y 

Brain Balance from Edu-K 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yugOgjb4Qw 
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Definition of Words 

• Galactic: the space we Star Beings experienced within Laniakea 

• StarSouls/beings: Those within Earth experience, humanity 

• Divine families, Star families, Galactic families: Various names for a 
Collective comprised of Star beings who chose to experience a specific 
possibility within HOME/Source and extended from and are feed from that 
space. 

• Domination/Outsiders: Star beings who twisted the codes of HOME in 
choosing the experience of domination  over, using the light of others. 
Parasitic by nature. 

• Moon path and Sun path: Star beings are creative. When faced with and 
overcoming a problem gives the individual wisdom. That is wisdom for them 
which when shared, is Moon information. " I have had this problem, 
overcome it, and share my way with others." Those who use this wisdom are 
using a Moon path. It is a beginning. Learning to securely connect and listen 
to the information that comes uniquely puts the individual on his/her Sun 
Path. The Sun path is the only way back to HOME.  

• Laniakea:   

• Worlds not 2 but 8: We Star Souls have not lived within 2 worlds, heaven/
before life and Earth. We have journeyed through 8 worlds. 7 are in the 
unseen energy fields before Earth. The true 'cause' of earth's destruction is in 
the Galactic worlds before Earth. 

• Dimensions, not 8 but 64: Each of the 8 worlds are comprised of 8 regions of 
energy vibrational speed. The 8 dimension of Earth life are the slowest 
frequencies. Eight worlds times 8 dimensions equals 64 dimensions that 
Star Souls have explored, survived, and moved through. All are addressed in 
the TAG, Galactic System of Healing and Education. 

https://www.sharonriegiemaynard.com/ 
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